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you just could not understand what happened in the mean time. You must have

a revelatiorrom the space

So today even scientists get at least 80 % of their knowledge through revelation

from sombody else. Probably a higher school teacher who has not any
through

acquires knowledge through a revelation from somebody else,/cornm unications -o with

s ome other individuals fof what they thought of as It is one of the

commonest way of getting knowledge, and sure way of getting knowledge, provided

that you get the revelation fromQeone who4&-an -ivirlual-wk.o knows, jr. Sometimes
are like an

I think that a great many philosophers/somewhat/imaginary.-r-,&-group of individuals
island

who met sri.n /on near the Padific ocean . There on this Pacific ocean these
stand

men/who have never crossed that over, have never talked to anyone who went over

and these men stood on the top of ... and they looked out on te the ocean , just

as you might look out on the Atlantic here, and they asked the question, is

there another continent across the other side of the ocean. So they asked themselves

is there a lard over there or not, and if so, what sort of a -Ia- land is it. What

kind of language k do the people speak. What kind of animals are there. Do the

Rivers run from north to south like the Missisippi, or do they run North and West

like the Nile, or do they run from West to East , like the Amazon. What directions

do the rivers flow. . they cculd ask a thousand questions and they could show the

most marvelous ... basic questions and discuss them and , but unless theyoeik

could get a revelation , it would be absolutely impossible to have sure knowledge

as to what may be on the other side, arti when it comes to the question where we

came from and what ... the only way that we can get information that would be

available to us would be to get a right k relation .... and so ...but ...because
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